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Nevada Guard largest activation in history
Story and photo by 2nd Lt. Emerson Marcus
152nd Airlift Wing Public Affairs

Nevada National Guard activated the largest 
number of Guardsmen on military orders in it’s 
history when about 800 Nevada National Guard 
Soldiers and Airmen entered the fight against 
COVID-19, Gov. Steve Sisolak announced on 
April 14, 2020.

This is the second activation during the CO-
VID-19 response. Sisolak called 106 Soldiers 
and Airmen on state military orders April 6, two 
days after President Donald Trump approved 
the state’s major disaster declaration and addi-
tional federal funding. Those Guardsmen stood 
up donation management and supply distribu-
tion operations.

Nevada Guardsmen most recently called into 
service will provide medical support, food bank 
and warehouse logistics, transportation of sup-
plies and set up of alternate care facilities. A ma-
jority are set to report in Las Vegas, where most CLICK HERE FOR MORE COMPLETE STORY
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of the Silver State’s confirmed cases and COV-
ID-19 related deaths have occurred.

Guard medical professionals already working 
COVID-19 response in their civilian profes-
sions will not be asked to report and will remain 
working their critically important full-time jobs.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency 
will approve all mission requests of the Nevada 
Guard for federally-funded requests pertaining 
to the COVID-19 pandemic response.

The state of Nevada has requested large num-
bers of the Nevada National Guard force in the 
past for state activation, including about 400 
Guardsmen during the post-Rodney King ver-
dict riots in Las Vegas in 1992, at least 200 dur-
ing the northern Nevada floods of 1997, and 
140 in response to flooding in Lemmon Valley 
in 2017. The announcement of an additional 
700 Guardsmen today would mark the largest 
state activation in Nevada’s history, according 
to research conducted by the Nevada National 

The High Roller “New Normal”
By Col. Jacob Hammons
Commander, 152nd Airlift Wing

Since March, the 152nd Airlift Wing has been 
working with the Joint Task Force in support 
of COVID-19 response. While this support is 
ongoing, our mandate to maintain readiness 
within the Wing is also required. We must bal-
ance the risk to our mission readiness with our 
risk to the force. Through a deliberate plan-
ning process, we made the difficult decisions 
to postpone April drill, conduct a virtual May 
drill, and proceed with a modified Super Drill 
in June. Throughout this process, command-
ers and senior enlisted leaders, with the consult 
of healthcare professionals, have made judicial 
risk calculations to ensure operational safety 
and health protection.

We have implemented DoD and CDC proto-
cols for HPCON-C, telework policies and pro-
cess improvements to work shift scheduling in 
order to minimize large gatherings of Airmen 
within our work centers. We need to remain 
cognizant of our operational imperatives for 
readiness, with our MAFFS Spring Training 
later in June and heading into MAFFS season.  
That is why it is important that we conduct June 
drill – to get hands-on training.  However, I rec-
ognize that we will all be a little “rusty” as we get 
back into our AFSC-specific skills training, so I 
am asking each of you to keep two focus areas in mind during drill.

June Drill Focus #1: Safety -- “Back to Basics”
First, we can ensure a safer environment through strict adherence to 

the HPCON protocols. Pre-entry medical screening, six-foot social dis-
tancing, mask wearing when within six-feet of another Airman, frequent 
sanitization through hand-washing and disinfecting of work spaces, and 
minimization of group gatherings to ten or less are all required protocols 
that each of you must follow while on base. We must do everything we 
can as individuals to ensure we do not have a case of COVID-19 occur 
during drill. Many of you will be working shifts to minimize the amount 

Col. Hammons’ NOTAM

USE DTS/CTO FOR ALL RESERVATIONS
1. It is mandatory policy that all Uniformed Service Mem-
bers and DoD civilian employees use an available DTMO 
contracted CTO … for all official transportation require-
ments.
2. The eligible traveler must contact the responsible Ser-
vice/Agency/DoD Component designated official if there 
is not an available DTMO contracted CTO … for the of-
ficial travel.
3. Payment construction comparisons provided below 
should in no way be interpreted to suggest that use of other 
than the DTMO contracted CTO … is authorized or en-
couraged.
4. The payment options are provided for situations when 
the CTO … cannot be used.
For More Finance Info:
CLICK TO VISIT THE FINANCE PAGE

Lodging Information
For  the hotel location members can contact 

Services’ billeting office at:  775-788-9320 
or usaf.nv.152-aw.list.lodging@mail.mil

Members must sign-in with the hotel representa-
tives to ensure they are accounted for in the rooms. 
Failure to sign-in or not showing up for a confirmed 
reservation will result in by-name notification to AW/
CC. The cut-off day for reserving a room is COB three 
days prior to drill. The cut-off day to cancel reserva-
tions is COB two days prior to drill.

Members are authorized Friday night stays if they 
are outside the commuting distance. Please see the 
map on OneHome.

Members on any type of orders will make their own 
reservations and pay for it on their GTC. Services pro-
vides at least two base billeting list updates during the 
month to provide a list of members who are currently 
signed up for lodging.

All RUTA lodging requests must be submitted NLT 
72 hours before needed and all RUTA lodging is pro-
vided at Stead. If member goes elsewhere or does not 
notify Services in advance, charges will not be reim-
bursed. If a member is on any type of orders, the mem-
ber will make their own reservations and pay for it on 
their GTC. The member then will be reimbursed on 
their travel voucher with the receipt.

Finance Forum

BASE-WIDE PT TEST 

NONE UNTIL
OCTOBER 2020

PT Testing

Nevada Guardsmen battle COVID-19 as civilian medical professionals

While the Nevada National Guard has not been activated, some members 
of the state’s military force are among those already on the front line battling 
COVID-19.

1st Lt. Sparkle Mccuiston, 152nd Medical Group, Nevada Air National 

The 152nd Airlift Wing, Nevada Air National Guard, became the 
newest unit to develop an AFWERX spark cell with the creation 
of “Silver State Spark” in February 2020. About 70 spark cells 
launched around the world since the U.S. Air Force debuted AF-
WERX in 2017, mostly active-duty.

Guard public affairs office.
Across the nation, the National Guard provides 

a force of 450,000 Soldiers and Airmen through-
out the 54 states, territories and District of Co-
lumbia capable of contributing to the response 

of personnel on base at one time. Please have patience and be respectful 
of those enforcing these protocols.

Next, for many of us, it has been several months since our last drill.  
This is the time to take it slow, not rush back in at a full-speed pace.  Be 
methodical, follow your checklists, your AFI guidance and think about 
the foundational skills within your AFSC. We cannot afford any safety 
incidents, on or off-duty, during drill.

A Wing Special Interest Item (SII) for aircrew is “Back to Basics” and 
will be signed off by all aircrew prior to flying. Additionally, a Safety Vid-

Guard, said she’s come in contact with three confirmed cases while work-
ing her civilian job as an infectious disease nurse practitioner in Las Vegas.

“In my opinion, it may not be nearly as deadly as some diseases I come in 
contact with, such as tuberculosis which killed 1.5 million people in 2018,” 
said Mccuiston, who drills one weekend a month and two weeks each year 
as clinical nurse specialist at the Nevada Air National Guard’s C-130 airlift 
wing unit in Reno. “(COVID-19) hasn’t reached those mortality levels. The 
part that is concerning is the supplies and ability to keep seeing the patients 
along with the availability of beds. It’s hit fast. It’s hit very quickly.”

The first confirmed case in Nevada occurred on March 5. There are more 
than 120 confirmed cases in the state as of today, March 21, including two 
deaths, according to the Nevada Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices. Most of those confirmed cases are in Las Vegas. Nationwide, there 
have been more than 15,000 confirmed cases with more than 200 deaths, 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s website reported Friday.

Mccuiston, 30, said she’s worked at several hospitals in the past week, 
including Desert Springs, Southern Hills, Spring Valley and the Kindred 
long-term care facility. She regularly works at multiple hospitals each day.

Given her close contact with the virus, Mccuiston said one of her biggest 
fears is passing COVID-19 to other people, especially the elderly. She has 
quarantined herself at home when not at work and avoids shopping for gro-
ceries. Her boyfriend leaves the house to purchase essential items.

“I am trying to limit my exposure to everybody,” Mccuiston said. “I have 
not exposed myself to anybody outside our home and only come into con-
tact with people outside when I’m at work. Nurses are getting (COVID-19). 
It’s definitely spreading in the community faster than many expected.”

Nevada Guard begins COVID-19 sample collection support

The Nevada National Guard began assisting Washoe County Health Dis-
trict COVID-19 sample collection capability April 20, 2020, at the Reno-
Sparks Livestock Events Center with about 30 medical support personnel.

Nevada National Guard duty assignments at the site include sample col-

lection, contact tracing along with call center and administrative support.
“This is history,” said Maj. Laurie MacAfee, Nevada National Guard State 

Occupational Health Nurse. “This is the first time I’ve ever seen Soldiers 
and Airmen truly integrate as one in this kind of scenario and work with 
our civilian counterparts. It’s incredible. The relationship we built with 
Washoe County has been fantastic.”

MacAfee, along with other Guardsmen at the Joint Operations Center 
in Carson City, developed the plan last week to integrate Guardsmen with 
health district personnel and members of the community emergency re-
sponse team, or CERT. MacAfee is set to meet with the Southern Nevada 
Health District, regional hospitals and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
this week for plans to assist in their sample collection efforts.

“We are looking at other counties in the state to integrate our personnel,” 
MacAfee said. “The Washoe County Health District has done an incred-
ible job. We are so impressed. We are supporting their process, which was 
already in place.”

The Nevada Guard aids the health district in its efforts to meet Nevada 
Gov. Steve Sisolak’s directive for testing expansion, MacAfee said.

The Reno-Sparks Livestock Events Center site collects about 250-300 
samples each day and is operational four days each week: Monday, Wednes-

Task Force 152: Helping the Community
By Senior Master Sgt. Joseph Puertos
152nd Logistics Readiness Squadron

The Nevada Air National Guard has embraced the time this pandemic 
crisis has created. During their supporting role assisting the Nevada Health 
and Human Services Department and the Division of Emergency Manage-
ment, the 152nd Task Force has been assisting The Food Bank of Northern 
Nevada.

 Since mid-April, 2020,  Airmen of the 152nd Task Force have taken on an 
important mission assisting the Food Bank of Northern Nevada in collect-
ing, sorting, and assisting food bank personnel and volunteers with distrib-
uting food to those who have difficulty purchasing enough to avoid hunger. 
These Airmen are proud of helping fellow Nevadans and their communities 
at large.

“We could not do it without the staffing power of the volunteers, we could 
not do it without our community partners that let us use their parking lots 
and spaces,” Mike Escobar, Program Specialist of the Food Bank of Nort-
ern Nevada said, “and thank you to the National Guard for providing ad-
ditional personnel, Air Guard in particular has been especially valuable at 
the warehouse in helping us pack all manner of products, as well as helping 
us coordinate what can sometimes be difficult traffic patterns here at the 
distribution sites.”

Making a difference
Talking with several Airmen involved had a common theme--helping out 

makes a difference in everyone’s lives.
“It makes me feel really good, I love the fact that we can be here and sup-

port the people in our community,” Staff Sgt. Eric Terry said, “Even at the 
Food Bank, it’s been backbreaking hard work, but I’ve enjoyed every second 
of it because I know I’m making a difference.”

Members assisting the Food Bank included: Master Sgts. Loren Gaebe, 
Dominic Tanzi, Tech. Sgts. Douglas Quevedo, James Remington, Andrew 
Kapczynski, Cory Moffett, Staff Sgts. Eric Terry, Donovan Harrison, Ryan 

Hazen, Dana Jacobsen, Senior Airmen Jason Anderson, Marcus Medi-
na, Thomas Deese, Marcus Johnson, Airmen 1st Class Jimmy Heinson, 
Giovanni Videz, Spencer Furlong, and Airman Rodie Chase.

Task Force Airmen, as of May 31, had inspected, sorted and packaged 
over 11,980 cases and served over 865,964 families and distributed 86,048 
pounds of supplies.

These members expect to be finished with their portion of the COVID-19 
response some time in the near future.

CLICK HERE FOR COMPLETE STORY

Task Force 221 Steps Up to Support Local Las Vegas Hospitals During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic

LAS VEGAS – Over the past week Soldiers with the Nevada Army Na-
tional Guards Task Force 221 assisted local hospitals in the transportation, 
set up, and securing of patient overflow tents in response to COVID-19. 

This is just one of the many missions the 221 has been running since the 
call up.

As of today there are over 1,000 Nevada Guard Soldiers and Airman on 
duty to support the many COVID-19 response missions across the state. 
This activation is one of the largest in this state’s history.

From warehouse operations that distribute emergency medical supplies 
to food distribution support sites through the Clark County School Dis-
trict, the Soldiers of the 221 have taken off their armor in exchange for 
humanitarian assistance to Las Vegans in this time of need.

On Apr. 17, 2020, 1st Lt. Benjamin Holden with the 1-221 Cavalry began 
to command roughly 17 Soldiers to help local hospitals with the transport 
and set up of emergency patient overflow tents.

“Our mission is to set up tents for local hospitals so if they were to hit 
capacity during this COVID-19 crisis they would have an overflow area for 
patients.” Holden said.

This shelter set up is preparation if there was an up-tick in COVID-19 
cases within the Las Vegas area. Each tent will roughly support 20 patients.

None of the Soldiers ever had experience setting up these structures be-
fore, but one thing that Guard Soldiers bring to the table is a diverse civilian 
experience, Holden explained.

“One of the great assets we have as Guard Soldiers is being civilians in our 
everyday lives. I think that experience helped us coordinate and eventually 
set up these tents. Some of these Soldiers work construction: they’re plan-
ners and engineers.”

The 152nd Airlift Wing Commander, Col. Jacob L. Hammons, held his commander’s call in front of an audience of 10 (plus Public 
Affairs) on May, 26, 2020. The event was recorded and packaged into a video that will be played during each unit’s roll call at their 
first unit training assembly since the 2019 Coronoavirus pandemic was declared. (Photo by Staff Sgt. Matthew Lee Greiner, 152nd 
Airlift Wing Public Affairs)

Story and photo by 2nd Lt. Emerson Marcus
152nd Airlift Wing Public Affairs

Photo By 2nd Lt. Emerson Marcus | 1st Lt. Sparkle Mccuiston, 152nd Medical Group, Nevada Air 
National Guard, left, stands in her U.S. Air Force service dress uniform; on right, Mccuiston poses 
for a photo in scrubs she wears as a civilian infectious disease nurse practitioner in Las Vegas. Mc-
cuiston she’s come in contact with three confirmed cases while working her civilian job (Courtesy 
photo).

SPECIAL EDITION: NEVADA NATIONAL GUARD RESPONSE TO COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Story by 2nd Lt. Emerson Marcus
152nd Airlift Wing Public Affairs

Photo By Senior Master Sgt. Paul Hinen, 152nd Medical Group, Nevada Air National Guard, Se-
nior Airman Mia Carney takes a sample to be sent out for testing for COVID-19 at the Fernley High 
School in Fernley, Nev.

Members of the Nevada Air National Guard’s Task Force 152 pack boxes of food and supplies at 
The Food Bank of Northern Nevada during the Nevada Air National Guard’s activation in support 
of the COVID-19 Pandemic. (Courtesy photo)

Story and photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Getsie 
17th Sustainment Brigade Public Affairs Section

Soldiers with 1-221 Cavalry work as a team to set up emergency tents at local hospitals in re-
sponse to COVID-19, Friday, Apr. 17, 2020, Las Vegas, Nevada.

Nevada Guardsmen Help Distribute Food at Palace Station Casino

LAS VEGAS – It’s no surprise that Americans are in need since major cit-
ies throughout the US began shutting down in March of this year due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

This has affected Nevadans especially hard with unemployment numbers 
hitting 22% as of May 8, according to a report from the state Department of 
Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation.

Task Force 221 joined forces with Three Square, the Las Vegas Metro-
politan Police Department, Highway Patrol, and Metro React volunteers to 
distribute food to local Las Vegans in their time of need.

Over 18 Soldiers pitched in to assist with set up, traffic control, and logis-
tical support.

“Our mission today was to deliver food to members of the Las Vegas com-
munity that are struggling from the COVID-19 situation.” Said 2nd Lt. Ja-
son Lee.

Hundreds of vehicles could be seen from the start point then snaking 
around the casino all the way onto W Sahara Ave. For ease of operation 
staff asked people to open their trunks so when they pulled up food could 
be easily placed into the automobile without contact. This also dramatically 
sped up the process.

Staff Sgt. Saul Brown provided a glimpse into this event. “It takes a lot of 
coordination. We have four lanes of vehicles that run simultaneously, but it 
went really smooth.”

“Today we gave out over 16,000 meals to about 800 families in just under 
three hours.” Lee added referring to the May 14th operation.

May 21 marked a milestone, however, with over 19,000 meals distributed, 
according to staff reports. Since 221 started working with Three Square in 
April they have doled out over 850,000 meals to local Las Vegas families.

Lee said he was thrilled with the overall operation, “I was impressed to 
see how hard the Soldiers are working. Everyone came motivated to help. 
Morale is very good and everyone is happy and enjoying helping out our 
community.”

Local Nevadans line up in their vehicles to receive food donations from Three Square at the Palace 
Station Casino, Thursday, May 21, 2020 in Las Vegas Nevada.

Story and photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Getsie 
17th Sustainment Brigade Public Affairs Section
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Task Force Med Leads Fight Against COVID-19 in Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS - Southern Nevadan Soldiers and Airmen have combined 
their best and brightest in Las Vegas to battle COVID-19 at two separate 
Community Based Collection Sites (CBCS).

There are multiple missions across the Silver State with roughly 653 
Guardsmen on three southern task forces. Roughly 431 have joined the fight 
in northern Nevada. These men and women have turned in their weapons 
and armor for masks and scrubs in the largest state activation in Nevada 

Army National Guard history.
Soldiers and Airman with Task Force (TF) Medical began their collabora-

tion with civilian medical professionals at the University of Nevada School 
of Medicine – Las Vegas Patient Care Center over a week ago.

1st Lt. Caleena Longworth, Officer in Charge (OIC) of the CBCS team at 
UNLV, explains the specimen collection process.

“When they pull up they’ll meet with the specimen collection team. It 
consists of one civilian medical assistant who will be taking the patient’s 
vital signs and will do the swabbing, and a medic who is with the National 
Guard. That individual will be checking the ID to make sure it matches and 
relaying the vital signs to the administration tent to be placed in the chart. 
The military medic doesn’t have direct contact with the patient.”

Longworth elaborated about their partnership with UNLV medical staff, 
“They already know what they’re doing, they’ve been doing this for five 
weeks and make our job easy. We basically augment and help them with the 
mission; they already worked out the kinks.”

Dr. Elissa Palmer, Professor and Chair of Family Medicine at the UNLV 
School of Medicine, has been working side by side with Nevada’s finest for 
nearly two weeks, even though their facility officially started collections 
March 23, 2020.

“I just think it’s an amazing collaboration with the Guard. We learn more 
efficient ways of doing things together. We were doing about 250 patients 
per day, but with the National Guard here we’ve been able to do more.” 
Palmer said.

Currently, the CBCS at UNLV runs operations from 8:30 – 4:30 everyday. 
Palmer explained that a person needs an appointment and that patients 
aren’t just driving through at random.

“Anyone in Southern Nevada can essentially go online to get our phone 

Story and photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Getsie 
17th Sustainment Brigade Public Affairs Section

Staff Sgt. Nakita Berrier with Task Force Med prepares to conduct an oral swab at The Orleans 
community based collection site, Saturday, May 9, 2020 in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Task Force 17 Delivers Medical Supplies to Las Vegas Healthcare Partners

LAS VEGAS – Soldiers with the Nevada Army National Guard Task Force 
17 distributed much needed personal protective equipment to healthcare 
partners in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Thursday, Apr. 23, 2020 
in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The rumble of Guard trucks could be heard as they rolled out of the Las 
Vegas Readiness Center this past Thursday. The Soldier’s mission was to 
pick up pallets of personal protective equipment (PPE) and deliver them to 
various healthcare partners.

The 1864th Motor Transportation Company (MTC) spearheaded this ef-
fort and they only had the morning to mobilize and kick into gear. Drivers 
were ordered to pick up the pallets at a specified location in town and then 
deliver them to their drop off locations. The average truckload took two 
separate orders to minimize lag time.

Spc. Karim Arafa with the 1864th MTC was one of the drivers on mission 
and spoke about his experience.

“It was very fulfilling to see all the workers after we dropped off the PPE. 
They were very excited and grateful we arrived. They wanted to take pic-
tures and offered us food and water. They were really excited we were there 
to help!”

Over 200,000 N95 masks, 260,000 gowns, 600,000 non-N95 masks, and 
14,000 face shields were delivered to 22 different facilities throughout the 
day. One of those shipments went out to Pahrump and another was sent to 
Boulder City.

Arafa was excited when he got the call for this mission and added, “I’m 
excited to be doing my part to get our community through this pandemic.”

TF 17 Commander, Lt. Col. Charles Dickinson, was a part of the opera-
tion and he spoke about how quickly and efficiently the Unit responded 

when they got the order.
“We gave the 1864th a heads up the previous evening so they could start 

necessary movement and then we got an official order out Thursday morn-
ing. It’s really impressive that they were able to respond so quickly to this 
mission.”

Dickinson shared his enthusiasm and appreciation for everyone involved 
in this fight against COVID-19.

“We’re happy to be on board and help our community. We do appreciate 
all our first responders out there and the essential employees: the people 
that make sure our grocery stores and basic way of life continues on.”

Soldiers with Task Force 17th prepare for medical equipment drop missions in response to CO-
VID-19, Thursday, Apr. 23, 2020, Las Vegas, Nevada.

Story and photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Getsie 
17th Sustainment Brigade Public Affairs Section
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Task Force 17 Supports COVID-19 Operations at Cashman Field

LAS VEGAS – Soldiers with the Nevada Army National Guard Task Force 
17 began to run support operations at Las Vegas Cashman Field in response 
to COVID-19, Friday, Apr. 17, 2020.

“Our mission is to support the civilian personnel who are short-staffed 
here. We do this by helping manage logistics and run operational support 
for displaced people at this facility.” Said 1st Lt. Christopher Banford with 
the 240th Engineer Company.

Before Soldiers began to don all their protective gear and head down 

range, they went through a detailed block of instruction and N95 mask fit 
testing.

Mr. Rick Rosen with Team Rubicon briefly explains.
“The training they’re getting introduces them to what a blood-borne 

pathogen is and also what is an air-borne pathogen like COVID-19. In ad-
dition, they get educated on what the measures are to protect them from 
the different types of environments they can be exposed to. They also get 
instruction on the use of proper protective equipment.”

Rosen works with the incident management team and is no stranger to 
disaster relief efforts. He has helped manage incidents both nationally and 
internationally.

“Just like the Army, we have a posture of protection. If you look at the 
NBC with different MOPP levels, here we have the same thing. We go from 
green, to yellow, to red. Each color designates a different level of personal 
protection used.” He explained.

As an example, the green zone will require a Soldier to wear a N95 mask, 
gloves, eye protection and apron, while the red zone has the strictest re-
quirements that involve donning all the above, but adds head to toe cover-
ings with a face shield. This protects the Soldier from any indirect contact 
with a displaced person who might have COVID-19 while working on site. 
Soldiers are required to maintain their 6 foot plus distance at all times and 
they are strictly there as support for operations.

There are also protocols in place for when personnel get ready to leave 
the facility and the strictest measures are taken to decontaminate all cloth-
ing before entering into the locker room and staff showers. For instance, 
Spc. Lawrence Jones with the 72nd Military Police Company will disinfect 
contract worker’s shoes before they are allowed to proceed to further de-
contamination stations.

Story and photo by Staff Sgt. Ryan Getsie 
17th Sustainment Brigade Public Affairs Section

Tech. Sgt. Dion Richardson with the 152nd Medical Group respirator fit tests Soldiers of 240th 
Engineer Company before support operations in response to COVID-19, Friday, Apr. 17, 2020, 
Las Vegas, Nevada
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